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Wood does not easily yield its innermost secret qualities. Take, for example, the magic of 

certain chromatic values. A warm red involving it in gentle passion, insinuating a sometime 

encirclement by aroused blood saps. A yellow made pale by the wearing of use, resigning its 

pretensions of luminosity to the serenity of ochre. Light browns, streaked by gray and sienna, 

sharing the peaceful baggage of their years. Or, for example, take the orphrey of its textures. 

The sinuous clenching of its fibers, or the neatly parallel, near fossilized furrows of a bygone 

sawing. The erosion by time, the sandy density of limestone, the grooves opened by acids and 

rains, by rusts, winds and work. The unexpected silk unveiled by a careful sanding, the 

voluptuous melancholy transmitted by its reflections. 

 

For wood to offer up these sheltered marvels from beneath the scaly skin of a tree trunk, a 

peculiar exercise of seduction is called for.  It must be persuasive, since imposition will merely 

concede a game of surface multiplicity, denying any depth. It must be delayed, less the 

assaults of urgency provoke a theatrical formality bordering upon decorative triviality. It must 

be persistent, for careless neglect may imply the loss of the unexpected, of that which may 

only be trapped in the brevity of an instant. It should be made clear that an exercise of 

seduction is not to be confused with a diffuse ¨strategy of appearances¨ (1). On the contrary, 

seduction is vindicated as an absolute strategy of essences. Rather than a power play which 

establishes hierarchies, the seducer and the seduced, it is a reciprocal relationship which 

dissolves roles on the basis of loving respect. 

 

It would appear that Ricardo Pascale has conducted such an exercise of seduction. 

 

Presumably the exercise was put together by the joy of looking and looking, slowly, intensely, 

of investigating the cartography mapped by knots and veins. It has been enriched by the skill in 

tactile linkages, in the exploratory caress of heartwood and sapwood, in the recognition of 

cracks, chinks and hollows. Attending, even, to the agreeable odors, to the manifest or 

imperceptible fragrance. Lastly, the exercise must have come into fruition prior to the creative 

process, in a time of gathering, of selection, of early conceptual sensitivity. 



 

This would seem to be the determining moment for the artist. He acknowledges himself 

basically as a gatherer, a selector. He does not conceive his works, be they sculptures or 

assemblages, by first thinking out the form and then going out to find the wooden pieces that 

will accommodate to such a form. In the precisely reverse process, the essential is that which 

the wood surrenders through seduction, the discovery in a state of absolute grace, without 

interference nor expressive imposition. The ¨story¨ the artist wishes to tell can only grow from 

the story treasured by the wood. Later, by weighing those stories, by matches and choices, 

changes and counterchanges can arise. The work will begin appearing in the creative 

imagination as an aura, as a suggestion emerging from the implicit richness of vegetable 

material. An exploratory probe which brings forth creativity. An ambivalent game, at once 

slowed by the blocking force of disappointment and again hastened by the enthusing force of 

success; arduous in rigors and full of delights; defined from design and redefined by the 

inconstant happenings of chance. Ending always in the fascinating miracle of creation. 

 

Since his first exhibit, barely three years ago, Ricardo Pascale has traveled an almost surprising 

path in ¨seducing¨ his wood. But most important of all is what the exercise of seduction has 

germinated within him as a creator, as a maker of beautiful forms: first the assemblages, as an 

updated version of the bas-relief; next, works that dare embark upon the awesome adventure 

of space.  

 

The assemblages arise as a measured insinuation, anticipating the desire to transcend the 

plane but preferring to wait in the enjoyment of a predominant and harmonious conjugation 

of color and texture. This conjugation is always governed by an intentionally vague game of 

structuring. Woods of melodious names, “lapacho, curupay, ibirapitá”, contribute their 

expressive originating accent. Suggestive, provocative from their chromatic contrast, they 

guide the various compositional themes. The artist does not disguise by resorting to dyes and 

paints or by altering surfaces, nor attempt trickery by simulating texture. In one work, the rich 

shades of different woods establish a wavy procession of small wooden pieces, the backbone 

of the entire proposal. In another the tonal proximity joins two woods, and in both joining 

areas the melodic curve of the grain counterweighs the notorious verticality of cracks and 

crevices. In yet another, a pair of holes perpetrated during the youth of an old plank can 

conduct the melody which finally wraps them together.  In another, the long-lost knotholes are 

transformed into the gravitational centers of the formal plot. Most conform to irregular 

shapes; a few others accept rectangular serenity. In all there is a trait of expression that will 



become an identifying feature, an artistic trademark: laying bare. The capacity to establish a 

formal language that with minimal formal resources can communicate and move. With very 

little, as the artist says, obtaining much. With sparse syntax, propitiating complete aesthetic 

fruition. 

 

Almost immediately the assemblages seek to evolve vertically. A certain elegant tree-like 

shape anticipates what will later be resolved as a flawless sculptural solution. The small tree is 

divided in three parts of individual expression. The actual trunk, made from a unique piece of 

detailed texture. Next the top, bringing delicate color contrasts to paraphrase the birth of the 

boughs. Finally the foliage, of simple, gentle and pleasant outline, shaped by the arrhythmic 

mosaic of assembled wood. Then the svelte totems arrive. Although their construction remains 

rooted in the characteristics of the assemblages, the totems notoriously express their 

sculptural aspirations. They continue to be based on an almost undeniable bidimensionality, 

but their design strives to attain the freedom of space. In all of them there is a dominant 

structural guide provided by very long, rectangular planks. On them, through them, around 

them or ending them, the gracious sensuality of rounded forms. 

 

The wheel appears, and with it the artist definitely enters the realm of sculpture. Polished 

surfaces are now incorporated, enriching his creative skills through the always accurate 

conjugation of rough and smooth. The wood accepts this final revelation: the alchemy that 

transforms its surface, awakening the refinement of elusive brilliance. 

 

Ricardo Pascale’s initial spatiality does not agonize over volumetric complexity. It is the strong 

and vigorous growth of pure and well-defined form. It is not an inert, hedonistically 

introspective space. Nor is it meticulous and coldly rational. “The space captured by 

imagination cannot continue to be the indifferent space surrendered to the measurements 

and reflections of the geometrician.  It is experienced. And experienced not in positiveness, 

but with all the arbitrariness of the imagination.” (2)  Surely this space is first experienced 

internally as an act of imagination. By way of this reciprocal exercise of seduction, the wood 

awakens the sculptural spaces within the artist. Nor are the spaces there reflective; these are 

the “delicate dwellers”, subtle and shy, of the forests that suddenly grow in the creative 

sensibility. They come to life, germinate and take root from there, to later accept possible 

intellectual considerations. 

 



The interior forests eventually become physical events.   Splendid and healthy inhabitants of 

the contemplated and of the external, at times they dwell exactly as trees. Trees designed to 

share their height in the context of some park or garden, as disconcerting mirrors of the trees 

that surround them (3).  The prism-like trunks return to life in a single block of ancient woods, 

hollowed by unthinkable journeys, accumulating tasks and fatigue in their display of 

topographic fantasy. A body alluding to the birth of the boughs is also retained. In the foliage 

the organizational pattern of the assemblages is preserved, but now the pattern displays its 

dense, guardedly opulent volume. The prism-like sculptures do not resign themselves to a 

sensible orthogonality, but rather regale themselves with the visual contrasts generated by 

different surface areas, some coarse and others smooth, in an attempt to alter the excessive 

solemnity of their polyhedric condition. The unconsummated love rendezvous of a vibrating 

couple elevates the ambivalent grace, concave or convex according to preference, of their 

powerful and desiring hyperbolic flight. A sober monument made from a fragment of an 

archaic keel, in whose wake of petrified wood lies a trust in the simplicity of the curved edges 

and in the joining of the vigorous markers which define its elongated ascent. In all these 

sculptures the “baring” assumes a determined expressive leadership. The narrow intertwining 

of form and substance appears as a both necessary and sufficient condition. Necessary, 

because formal simplification appears as the supreme expression of respect for the quality of 

the materials, which in turn provides the basis for the creative stance. Sufficient, because a 

prolific and eloquent sculptural language sustained by tepid austerity and sensitive formal 

simplicity has been found. It does not matter whether the sculptured shape adopts the 

simplicity of a prism or provides anecdotal information on a tree. What is important is that, 

from the first sketch to the final rendering,  the moving of the senses be consolidated by 

attention to the requirements of a dignified baring. In this way nothing is superfluous or 

ostentatious, everything possesses the satisfying lightness of being necessary. In two of the 

latest works, this baring attains an incomparable degree of subtlety and formal elegance. In 

one of them, the stylized sculptural grace appears to make it levitate. In the other, a soft 

segment of shape neither circular nor parabolic, the opposite occurs: the thin and lustrous 

edge seems to spring up from the ground. The lightness of air and the gravity of earth. In all his 

sculptures Ricardo Pascale maintains his role of gatherer and selector. But, perhaps due to the 

freedom inherent to spatial domains, his condition as “homo ludens” (man who plays) grows in 

this context. Shapes are overcome for an elusive moment by the certainties of a poetic 

playfulness. A serious game, all-encompassing and even exhausting in the effort of fabrication, 

but a game no less. 

 



Wood has accepted the exercise of seduction and yielded its secrets. In turn, it has seduced 

the maker. At the same time it has recognized the life pulse  once again throbbing in its body, 

regaining the joyous and arduous vigil of being. 
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(1) Jean Baudrillard: On Seduction. Ediciones Cátedra, Madrid, 1987. 

 

(2) Gaston Bachelard: The poetics of Space. Fondo de Cultura Económica, México, 1986. 

 

(3) The trees currently on exhibit have served as studies for the large sculptures on display 

at Batuz Foundation Park in Altzella, Germany and at the Sculpture Park at Edificio 

Libertad in Montevideo, Uruguay. 

 

 

  

 

 


